Members of the Hardship Commission of
the Free State of Thuringia
Committee on Petitions
Head of the Committee on Petitions
Mr Michael Heym
Thuringian Landtag [State Parliament]
Jürgen-Fuchs-Str. 1
99096 Erfurt
Phone: 0361 3772222
Fax: 0361 3772520
Email: Heym@cdu-landtag.de

League of Charitable Organisations
Ms Maike Röder
Migration Advisor at the Diakonie
(Christian social welfare organisation)
Schillerstraße 6
99817 Eisenach
Phone: 03691 260355
Mobile phone: 0173 3272433
Email: m.roeder@diako-thueringen.de

Immigration Commissioner by the TMMJV
Ms Mirjam Kruppa
Werner-Seelenbinder-Str. 5
99096 Erfurt
Phone: 0361 5735111700
Fax: 0361 5735111699
Email: Mirjam.Kruppa@tmmjv.thueringen.de

Evangelical-Lutheran Churches
Mr Hanfried Victor
(Retired Pastor)
Falkenweg 10
99891 Bad Tabarz
Phone: 036259 61083
Email: hanfried.victor@t-online.de

Thuringian Landkreistag [District Council]
Mr Uwe Lippold
Administrative district office of Kyffhäuserkreis
Phone: 03632 741625
Fax: 03632 74188815
Email: u.lippold@kyffhaeuser.de

Association of Towns and Municipalities
Mr Peter Neuhäuser
Head of the Citizens' Office of the City of Erfurt
Bürgermeister-Wagner-Str. 1
99084 Erfurt
Phone: 0361 6557710
Email: buergeramt@erfurt.de

Roman Catholic Church
Mr Winfried Weinrich, Ordinariate Counselor
Head of the Catholic Office in Thuringia
Hermannsplatz 9
99084 Erfurt
Phone: 0361 6572214
Fax: 0361 6572217
Email: kath.buero@bistum-erfurt.de
State Chamber of Physicians of Thuringia
Mr Helmut Krause, Dipl. Med.
Lerchensiedlung 4
98693 Ilmenau
Phone: 03677 871904
Email: Ilmkrause@gmx.de

This flyer is only intended to provide information about the
tasks and workings of the commission. It conveys no rights and
does not replace legal advice.
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The Thuringian
Commission on Hardship Cases

What does the Commission on Hardship
Cases (HFK) do?

Who can you get in touch with?

When does your application have little or
no likelihood of success?

The Commission on Hardship Cases decides, whether immigrants, who are obliged to leave the country, can obtain a residence permit.

Only members of the Thuringian Commission on Hardship Cases can bring such cases before the board. This is the reason
why you have to appeal to one of the members listed in this
paper.
You should gather comprehensive information and get personal advice before you do this, for instance through a migration
counseling center.

Certain circumstances rule out the Thuringian Commission
on Hardship Cases processing a case. Some circumstances
make a decision in your favor rather unlikely. This is especially the case if:

Under certain circumstances, it constitutes an unreasonable
hardship for foreigners if they are not allowed to stay in Germany. The Thuringian Commission on Hardship Cases (Thuringian HFK) examines such urgent humanitarian or personal
circumstances.
If the Thuringian HFK decides that the humanitarian or personal grounds are serious enough that the foreigner should
be allowed to stay in Germany, it asks the Thuringian Ministry
of Migration, Justice and Consumer Protection to issue a residency permit.
As long as the HFK deals with their case, the deportation of the
foreigners concerned may be suspended.
The chairperson of this commission is the State Secretary of
the Thuringian Ministry of Migration, Justice and Consumer
Protection. All members of the Thuringian HFK are led solely
by their conscience and are obliged to maintain secrecy.
The Thuringian HFK makes decisions in a closed session without the presence of the persons affected.
You can place your hope in the Thuringian Commission on
Hardship Cases if:
→ you live in Thuringia
→ you are forcibly obliged to leave the country,
→ there are urgent personal or humanitarian grounds for
being allowed to stay and
→ a favorable integration prognosis can be made for you.

→ yours is a case for the Dublin procedure,
→ you have committed substantial offences,

What should you keep in mind?
It is important to submit all the personal and humanitarian
grounds that speak for your continued residence in Germany.
You should also describe how you have integrated yourself
into the local society. This includes information on:
→ your reasons for entering the country
→ your previous residence
→ your family situation
→ your health
→ your economic situation
→ your education / profession
→ your involvement in society
→ your knowledge of German
You should substantiate these aspects as far as possible with
documents.

www.thueringen.de

→ a concrete date for your return has already been set,
→ you only cite grounds that the Federal Office for Migration
and Refugees would have to review,
→ one of the grounds for exclusion listed in § 5 of the regulations on the Thuringian Commission on Hardship Cases applies to you.

